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PRESSEMITTEILUNG

TEAM 7 is awarded the GOLDEN Pegasus prize 

Renowned furniture manufacturer TEAM 7 was awarded the Golden 

Pegasus prize in the category “leading businesses” (250 employees 

or more) at this year’s Pegasus Awards prize-giving ceremony. The 

largest business award in the state of Upper Austria, founded by 

the Oberösterreichische Nachrichten newspaper and the Raiffeisen 

Landesbank Oberösterreich, is presented annually to the most 

successful businesses in the region. “This prize is a great honour for us 

and affirms our strategy and philosophy”, says Dr Georg Emprechtinger, 

who accepted the award together with Hermann Pretzl at the ceremony 

in the Brucknerhaus in Linz at the start of June. With a strong focus on 

sustainability and responsibility towards people and the environment, 

TEAM 7 produces its furniture exclusively in Austria and has followed 

this philosophy for decades with a success and focus that is unmatched 

by any other furniture company.

That is why this market leader in environmentally friendly designer furniture was awarded the Golden Pegasus. Founded in 

1994, the award has established itself as a major prize for business excellence. The prize honours the hard-won achievements 

of regional businesses, because these achievements help to create jobs and enhance the reputation of Upper Austria worldwide. 

Innovation and sustainability play a key role in this, as they help to strengthen and expand economic power.

Systematically implemented values and principles make TEAM 7 an exemplary company in the industry sector and an 

international ambassador for a healthy and future-oriented lifestyle “made in Austria”. The products of this Upper Austrian 

manufacturer are unique in uniting high-quality solid wood, native craftsmanship, pioneering technologies, and prize-winning 

designs to create modern classics. TEAM 7 has achieved continuous sales growth for many years. Last year the company, 

which is present in 35 countries, generated revenues of around 85 million euros. TEAM 7 is represented worldwide in a growing 

number of flagship stores (the most recently opened was the Warsaw store in April) and more than 500 sales outlets. Of its  

670 employees, 570 are employed in Austria. “As an employer, we are aware of our responsibilities towards both our employees 

and our region”, says Dr Emprechtinger.

TEAM 7 Managing Directors Dr Georg Emprechtinger and 

Hermann Pretzl are delighted about the Golden Pegasus.
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